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ABSTRACT
Social influence is a complex and subtle force that governs
the dynamics of social networks. In the past years, a lot of
research work has been conducted to understand the spread
patterns of social influence. However, most of approaches
assume that influence exists between users with active so-
cial interactions, but ignore the question of what kind of
influence happens between them. As such one interesting
and also fundamental question is raised here: “in a social
network, could the social connection reflect users’ influence
from both positive and negative aspects?”. To this end, an
Opinion Oriented Link Analysis Model (OOLAM) is pro-
posed in this paper to characterize users’ influence personae
in order to exhibit their distinguishing influence ability in
the social network. In particular, three types of influence
personae are generalized and the problem of influence per-
sona discovery is formally defined. Within the OOLAM
model, two factors, i.e., opinion consistency and opinion
creditability, are defined to capture the persona information
from public opinion perspective. Extensive experimental
studies have been performed to demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed approach on influence persona analysis
using real web data sets.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval-information filtering; H.3.4 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Systems and Software-Information
networks

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Experimentation, Performance.

Keywords
Influence Persona Discovery, Link Analysis, Opinion Con-
sistency, Creditability Analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The social influence analysis is to study people’s influ-

ence by means of analyzing the social interactions between
people. It has attracted tremendous interest from both the
sociology and data mining research communities. For ex-
ample, Domingos and Richardson [9] proposed the influence
maximization problem, in which the goal is to find a few
“influential”members of the network. Kempe et al. [18] for-
malized the problem in discrete optimization and proposed
three cascade models for influence propagation. However,
most of approaches assume that influence exists between
users with active social interactions, but ignore the question
of what kind of influence happens between them. One inter-
esting and also fundamental question has recently begun to
be widely investigated: “in a social network, could the social
interaction be described from both positive and negative as-
pects?” The answer is affirmative. As stated in Leskovec et
al. [25] recent studies on signed networks 1, arbitrary social
interaction on the Web involves both positive and negative
relationships, which can affect the structure of on-line social
networks.

The signed interactions between social individuals make it
necessary to reconsider the influence analysis problem, since
the vast majority of social influence researches are based on
positive assumption and the generalized influence is there-
fore positive oriented by default. The signed social networks
decide the diversity of the social influence. It thus becomes
an interesting problem of how to explore the diverse char-
acteristics of a user’s social influence from the signed social
connections.

In this paper, we aim to develop a better understanding of
social influence when the social relationships between peo-
ple can be positive and negative. Inspired by the idea of
persona in sociology studies [13, 20], which show that the
effects of the social influence by users with different per-
sonae are different, we give a definition of social influence
persona to describe the social role or character of a user
played in a social network. More specifically, three kinds of
influence personae, which occur widely in social network, are
generalized from public opinion perspective, including Pos-
itive Persona, Negative Persona and Controversy Persona.
Positive Persona describes one kind of users with high pos-
itive influence, where their social links from others always
indicate the friendship, support or approval. Comparatively
speaking, Negative Persona represents users with high neg-

1Signed network is an important kind of network, links of
which can reflect positive or negative social interactions.
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ative influence, where their social links from others always
express hostility, disagreement or distrust. The last kind of
Controversy Persona represents a group of people who are
liable to be challenged or supported by many. Generally,
these three kinds of influence personae have similar features,
and also different ones simultaneously. The similarity is in
that they all represent people with huge influence, while the
difference is in that their influence is reflected from different
perspectives.

The problem in this work is referred to as influence per-
sona discovery and two challenges are correspondingly iden-
tified. The first challenge is how to capture the influence
from the interactions on signed social networks in a prin-
cipled model. In this paper, this problem is explored from
two aspects, namely “who are involved in the interactions”
and“what have they said during the interaction”. These two
factors are derived from the common sense that people’s in-
fluence can be convinced by the approvals gained from other
reliable users. The concepts of opinion consistency and opin-
ion creditability are therefore proposed. opinion consistency
is to evaluate whether the social links from others are pos-
itive or not and opinion creditability is to measure to what
degree the social link from others can be trusted.

Another challenge is how to leverage these two pieces
of opinion information for influence persona analysis. In
this research, an Opinion Oriented Link Analysis Model
(OOLAM) is proposed to quantitatively estimate the influ-
ence persona in the social network. Specifically, we construct
a bipartite graph, of which two sets of nodes respectively rep-
resent different set of social units with positive and negative
interactions. An iterative process is performed on the bipar-
tite graph to calculate the social influence from two comple-
mentary directions until a stationary distribution is found.
The OOLAM model finally generates two ranking lists to
describe people’s positive and negative influence, based on
which different influence personae can be easily recognized.
For example, the positive persona refers to those who have
higher positive ranking but lower negative ranking.

To validate the proposed OOLAM model, a series of ex-
periments have been conducted on four public datasets from
two popular online social media sites, i.e., Epinions 2 and
Slashdot 3, where the obvious link polarity are provided to
describe the opinions of online users for each other. For
quantitative evaluations, we borrow the experimental frame-
work articulated by Leskovec et al. [24] for edge sign predic-
tion, wherein the identified social influence persona is con-
sidered as additional features to describe the signed social
link. Experiment results strongly verify the effectiveness of
the proposed model and at the same time arise some inter-
esting questions deserved to be further studied.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
introduces the state-of-the-art of signed network and influ-
ence analysis. Section 3 gives the two hypotheses for our
influence analysis in the context of social network. The pro-
posed OOLAM model is then elaborated in Section 4 and
distributed OOLAM algorithm is illustrated and discussed
in Section 5. Section 6 demonstrates the experimental re-
sults. Finally Section 7 concludes this work with pointing
out possible future work.

2http://www.epinions.com
3http://slashdot.org

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Signed Links in Social Network
Traditional studies in social network take the assumption

that the interactions between social users are positive. How-
ever, the negative relationships inherently exist in real on-
line networks, e.g. the negative vote on Wikipedia [5], the
distrust feedback on Epinion [15], the “foes” declaration on
Slashdot [4, 22, 23], and other implicit disagreement hidden
behind online discussion [30]. Recently, a lot of studies are
involved in investigating both the positive and negative re-
lationships in social context. Leskovec et al. [24, 25, 26]
implemented a series exploration on this topic. They found
that the interplay between positive and negative relation-
ships indeed affects the structure of on-line social networks
and then defined a new theory of status to explain the ob-
served edge signs [25]. Another problem they investigated
is how to realize the prediction of positive and negative link
given the underlying social networks [24]. A machine learn-
ing approach is then implemented based on a collection of
features observed from link structure and social psychology.
Controversial study is another research topic on soical is-
sues. For example, works of Massa and Avesani [27] studied
the global and local trust metrics for controversial user and
suggested to use Local Trust Metrics to access the trustwor-
thiness of a user.

2.2 Social Influence Analysis
Identifying influential users in the interactive network has

been highlighted as a key issue for study. Graph-theoretic
approaches have been widely applied to solve this problem,
where influence analysis is transferred to a link analysis
problem and the directed links are used to represent the
influences between each other.

Heuristics approaches that focus on exploring the link
structure are extensively used for influence analysis. Net-
work centrality measure is one of the most representative
mechanisms. Network centrality [6] focused on node struc-
ture of a network and decided node importance based on its
structure location. Different centrality measures have been
applied, including degree centrality, closeness centrality, be-
tweenness centrality, and eigenvector centrality [10] etc.

PageRank [29] and HIT [19] etc link analysis algorithms
are also adopted to solve influence or expertise ranking prob-
lem. PageRank algorithm measures the influence by an-
alyzing the underlying hyperlink structure of entities and
the HIT algorithm discovers authoritative and hub enti-
ties based on a mutual reinforcement principle. However,
since PageRank and HIT algorithms are traditional webpage
adaptive approaches, as mentioned in previous work [1], they
do not work well for sparsely linked structures. Thus, vari-
ations of PageRank and HITS are proposed in succession.
Adding implicit links [21] to increase the link density is a
widely applied solution.

In recent years, finding the maximization of information
diffusion in the network is explored to find the most influ-
ential entities [14]. Two basic diffusion models have been
widely applied, i.e., linear threshold model [14, 3] and cas-
cade model [11, 12]. These works studied the diffusion prob-
lem from different aspects and came to different conclusions.
Java et al. [16] found that PageRank can be considered as an
inexpensive approximation to the greedy heuristic in select-
ing the initial target set for activation. In the study of [26],
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a new scheme called “Cost-Effective Lazy Forward” (CELF)
is proposed for new seeds selection. Greedy algorithms [18,
7] applied for influence analysis proved that they are out-
performing the classic degree and centrality-based heuristics
in influence spread. Influence propagation method also has
been studied in topic-level influence analysis. In the study
of Tang et al. [31], the Topical Affinity Propagation (TAP)
is proposed to model the topic-level social influence on large
networks.

Link-based and probabilistic-based approaches have been
shown to be successful in ranking entity influence on the
graph, however, most of them focus on the structure of graph
and hardly consider the intrinsic properties hidden behind
the entities. In the study of Agarwal et al. [1], except the
link structure, several post level statistics, like blog post
recognition, novelty, eloquence and comments etc informa-
tion, are also explored and experiments proved that such
object-oriented statistic analysis is quite useful for influence
analysis. The approach disscussed in our paper,

Approaches discussed above explored influence problem
from various aspects, while the signed interactions between
social individuals has been largely unexplored. This paper
aims to give some initial explorations on influence analy-
sis with consideration of the signed links in social network.
There are crucial differences compared with previous ap-
proaches. Firstly, most previous graph-based influence anal-
ysis algorithms assume that the presence of a link from u to
v is an evidence that u is influenced by v [16]. However, it
is not always a fact. Controversy in user discussion make it
possible that link from u to v actually represents u disagrees
with v. Secondly, traditional influence analysis approaches
assume that the link from u to v is reliable. However, in
reality, the links from an unreliable user, e.g., a spammer,
are most likely unreliable. Motivated by the observations
above, we propose to incorporate opinion concept into influ-
ence analysis to reveal the intrinsic features of user influence
in social connection.

3. USER INFLUENCE THROUGH SOCIAL
INTERACTION

Before the introduction of detailed algorithm, we firstly
give some notations involved in our social interaction and
influence analysis.

3.1 Social Interaction
Basically, online social interaction can be explicit, such as

the “friends” or “foes” relationship between users on Slash-
dot, or implicit, such as the reply relationship among users
in online forums etc. But whatever kind of interaction, two
kinds of elements are always involved, namely user and opin-
ion. Figure 1 gives an example to illustrate the elements
involved in the social interaction. In our following discus-
sion, if not stated otherwise, we treat social interaction as
directed.

As shown in Figure 1, a response that is presented as the
link between users represents a social action from one user
to another. Furthermore, a response is said to be a positive
response if it supports the opinion of the other one, else is
said to be a negative response. A user is therefore said to
have positive influence if he receives positive response, else
is said to have negative influence. It can be seen from Figure

positive responsepositive influence

positive response

positive influence

negative response
negative influence

negative response

negative influence

User A

User B

User C

User D

positive responsepositive influence

negative response

negative influence

User E

User F

Figure 1: Elements involved in user social interac-
tion.

1 that a user can simultaneously have positive and negative
influence.

Based on the above definitions, the interactions between
users can be represented by a user graph G = {A,E}, where
A is the union of all users and (ai, aj) is a directed arc in E if
user ai ∈ A has ever generated one or more social responses
to user aj ∈ A.

3.2 User Influence and Opinion Consistency
Intuitively, the simplest way to measure the influence of

a user is to count the number of responses he/she gets from
others. It is perceived that the given remark exert much
influence on social community if it receives much social at-
tentions. However, such an approach does not consider a
fact that not all responses are positive, so that users receiv-
ing many negative responses can be incorrectly regarded to
have the same influence capability with those receiving many
positive responses.

As defined in Wikipedia, “Social influence occurs when an
individual’s thoughts or actions are affected by other peo-
ple”4. We then believe that a user with strong positive in-
fluence should be someone who can always induce others to
behave in a similar way, and vice versa. Figure 2 gives an
example to explain the effect of opinion consistency on user
influence analysis. As shown in Figure 2, although user A
and B similarly get two responses from others, the influence
of A is considered more positive since it gains more positive
responses than B.

User A: This phone is very suitable for ladies, ...

User C: Re: I think you are right,

User D: Re: I think so,

Positive responses

User B: The screen of the camera is very clear, ...

User E: Re: I think you are wrong,

User F: Re: I don't think so,

Negative responses

Figure 2: Opinion consistency in user discussions.

Opinion consistency can be captured from online social

4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_influence
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interactions directly or indirectly. For some social networks
with explicit link signs, such as Slashdot etc, we can eas-
ily capture it through the relation tags manually labeled by
users. However, for another kind of online resources, like
online forums etc, more action is needed to infer the hidden
opinion information from user discussion content. It can
be imagined that user’s online discussions indeed are some
kind of opinion exchange, from which the consistency be-
tween user’s opinions can be detected. In this paper, two
approaches are discussed for opinion consistency detection
from text analysis perspective. But, since this task is not
the focus of our paper, we just briefly present the basic idea.
Further studies will be discussed in future works.

Taking the forum discussion as an example, where user’s
social interaction is concretely manifested by the interactive
messages, the approaches for opinion consistency detection
are implemented as follows.

1. Sentiment based consistency detection. Given a mes-
sage MA that replies to message MB , sentiment based
consistency detection will considerMA holding the same
opinion with MB if and only if they shall the same
sentiment about the discussed object. The accumu-
lated consistency score from interactive messages is
then used to describe the opinion consistency between
users. Sentiment based consistency detection is easy
to be implemented, but its performance is limited by
the sentiment analysis and opinion mining technique
[30].

2. Rule based consistency detection. Observations from
online discussions show that some agree and disagree
indicators contained in messages can directly indicate
the consistency (or not) between messages. Table 1
lists some examples of agree and disagree indicators
captured from online forum. By referring to these ex-
plicit indicators, the rule based approach can be imple-
mented for consistency detection. This approach obvi-
ously can accurately capture user’s opinion expressed
through messages. However, compared with sentiment
based consistency detection, rule based approach is
lack of flexibility and scalability. So, it raises an in-
teresting question of whether the rule-based approach
can be used to improve traditional learning-based ap-
proach for sentiment analysis. If the answer is affirma-
tive, the applicability of sentiment based consistency
detection can be improved.

Table 1: Examples of agree and disagree indicators
Agree right out of my mouth
indicator sound promising

likely correct
well said
could not agree with you more
...

Disagree without merit
indicator bad idea

obviously untrue
you are wrong
not necessarily true
...

3.3 User Influence and Opinion Creditability
Opinion consistency can differentiate social responses from

positive and negative perspectives, but it treats all responses
from different users equally. Commonly, the statements from
an influential expert are more reliable than those from an in-
different person. Therefore, to decide the effect of responses
on influence decision, opinion creditability is another impor-
tant factor should be considered.

Opinion creditability refers to the idea that user’s influ-
ence depends largely on the responsive users with high in-
fluence. Figure 3 illustrates this idea. From this figure, it
can be seen that the support from reliable user E to A is
more convincible than that from unreliable user F to C. In-
fluence of A rather than B is then proved. Similarly, the
negative response from E to B convincingly negates B’s in-
fluence, but it is not the same case for D because of the low
creditability of F .

A

E F

DC

F

B

E

Consistent
Opinion

Inconsistent
Opinion

Consistent
Opinion

Inconsistent
Opinion

Reliable
user

Reliable
user

Unreliable
user

Unreliable
user

 

Figure 3: Effect of opinion creditability on influence
analysis.

4. OOLAM MODEL FOR INFLUENCE PER-
SONA DISCOVERY

After the discussion of two elements involved in our influ-
ence analysis, this section gives a detailed description of the
opinion oriented link analysis model, followed by influence
persona discovery.

4.1 Positive/Negative Reinforcement
In this paper, a bi-partite graph model is proposed for user

influence analysis, in which the social interactions among
users will be observed from opinion consistency perspective
and two kinds of reinforcement, namely positive and nega-
tive reinforcement, are studied on the basis of opinion cred-
itability.

Based on the assumption of opinion consistency, we divide
user graph G = {A,E} into two weighted graphs, GP =
{AP , EP } and GN = {AN , EN}, where AP , AN ⊆ A and
AP ∩ AN �= null, (aj , ai) is a directed arc in EP if user
aj ∈ AP has responded to user ai ∈ AP with positive
opinion, similarly (aj , ai) is a directed arc in EN if user
aj ∈ AN has responded to user ai ∈ AN with negative
opinion. The weights wA

P (aj , ai) and wA
N (aj , ai) associated

with each link in GP and GN describe the response inten-
sity from aj to ai. Generally, graph GP and GN reflect the
positive and negative interaction among users respectively,
based on which users will be assigned with two influence
scores to describe their positive and negative characteristics
on influence. These two conflicting scores are viewed as the
determinative factors to define user’s creditability. Basically,
users with high positive influence and low negative influence
are considered as creditable ones.
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a1

a2 a3

a5

a6

a7
a8

a4

p(a1)

p(a2) p(a3)

p(a5)

p(a7) p(a8)

p(a6)

p(a4)

a1

a9 a2

a5

a10

a8

n(a1)

n(a9)
n(a2)

n(a5)

n(a8)

n(a10)

p(a1)

n(a1)

p(a2)

n(a2)

n(a5)

n(a8)

p(a5)

p(a8)

Figure 4: OOLAM model.

Figure 4 gives an example to illustrate the proposed model
for influence analysis. The observed objects consist of 10
users {a1, a2, . . . , a10} and are divided into GP and GN ,
where GP = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8} contains all users
with positive interactions and GN = {a1, a2, a5, a8, a9, a10}
contains all users with negative interactions. The weight of
the link represents the connectivity strength between users.
p(ai) and n(ai) respectively represent the positive and neg-
ative influence score of user ai, which is the basis of the
communication between GP and GN . Table 2 gives an ex-
ample to explain the factors used for calculating p(a5) and
n(a5). The column of “Weight of in-link” describes the posi-
tive and negative responses a5 received from others and the
column of “Opinion Creditability” denotes the creditability
of each responsive user which is computed as the subtraction
of their positive and negative influence score. Specifically,
for users only contained in graph GN , a small value, such
as the parameter ε in Table 2, will be assigned to describe
its opinion creditability. The purpose is to limit its opinion
effect on others.

Table 2: Examples of the influence factors in Bi-
OOIA model

Weight of in-link Opinion creditability

p(a5) wA
P (a1, a5) a1 : p(a1)− n(a1)

wA
P (a2, a5) a2 : p(a2)− n(a2)

wA
P (a4, a5) a4 : p(a4)

wA
P (a6, a5) a6 : p(a6)− n(a6)

n(a5) wA
N (a2, a5) a2 : p(a2)− n(a2)

wA
N (a8, a5) a8 : p(a8)− n(a8)

wA
N (a10, a5) a10 : ε

4.2 OOLAM Algorithm
Let IAP = (p(a1), p(a2), . . . , p(at)) and IAN = (n(a1), n(a2)

, . . . , n(au)) be the positive and negative ranking of nodes in
GP and GN , where t = |IAP | and u = |IAN |, the simplest
approach to evaluate p(ai) and n(ai) is to see how many
positive and negative responses ai get from its neighbors in
GP and GN .

p(ai) =
∑

(aj ,ai)∈EP

wA
P (aj , ai) (1)

n(ai) =
∑

(aj ,ai)∈EP

wA
N (aj , ai) (2)

To implement the idea of opinion creditability, we need to
consider the creditability of the responsive user into Eq. 1
and Eq. 2. Basically, user’s opinion creditability R(ai) is
decided by its positive and negative influence score, namely
p(ai) and n(ai), and can be defined as:

R(ai) = max(ε, p(ai)− n(ai)) (3)

We define MAP and MAN as the adjacency matrix to de-
scribe user relationship in graph GP and GN :

MAP (i, j) = wA
P (ai, aj) (4)

MAN (i, j) = wA
N (ai, aj) (5)

Then the user influence scores can be calculated iteratively
as below:

Ik+1
AP

= Rk ∗MAP (6)

Ik+1
AN

= Rk ∗MAN (7)

Further considering the damping factor d into ranking
function, the equation is as follows:

Ik+1
AP

=
1− d

t
+ d ∗Rk ∗MAP (8)

Ik+1
AN

=
1− d

u
+ d ∗Rk ∗MAN (9)

The OOLAM algorithm is guaranteed to converge. For
the ease of description, we simply assume R(ai) = p(ai) −
n(ai). Then the convergence of OOLAM can be proofed as
below: By subtracting Eq. 9 from Eq. 8, we have:

Ik+1
AP

− Ik+1
AN

=

(
1− d

u
+ d ∗Rk ∗MAP )− (

1− d

t
+ d ∗Rk ∗MAN )

⇒ Rk+1 = (1− d)(
1

u
− 1

t
) + dRk(MAP −MAN ) (10)

Letting C = 1
u
− 1

t
and MAPN = MAP − MAN , the Eq.

10 can be rewritten as:

Rk+1 = (1− d)C + dRkMAPN (11)

Then the iteration of opinion creditability R has a similar
form with the traditional PageRank [29] algorithm whose
convergence has been proven before. As Rk converges, we
can easily derive that Ik+1

AP
and Ik+1

AN
, which both depend on

variable Rk only, will also converge. Note that PageRank
acceleration approaches can also be applied here [28].

In summary, the final OOLAM algorithm is shown as Al-
gorithm 1.

4.3 User Influence Persona
The OOLAM model generates two ranking lists to de-

scribe user’s influence characteristics from positive and neg-
ative perspectively, based on which three types of persona
can be defined.
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Algorithm 1: Bi-partite Opinion Oriented Link
Analysis
input : Social interactions between users
output : positive and negative influence ranking lists

Construct social network graph G based on user social1
interactions;
Divide G into two sub-graphs GP and GN according to the2
opinion consistency between users;
Let R be the opinion reliability of each node in G, IAP

and IAN3
be the ranking of nodes in positive and negative graph
respectively;
foreach k ← 1 to n do4

Ik+1
AP

= 1−d
t + d ∗ Rk ∗MAP5

Ik+1
AN

= 1−d
u + d ∗ Rk ∗MAN6

Return IAP
and IAN7

1. Positive Persona. The first type of persona represents
users whose opinions are always accepted by others.
Having relatively high positive influence and low neg-
ative influence is the characteristic of this type of per-
sona.

2. Controversy Persona. The second type of persona de-
scribes users who always raise controversial issues. The
most characteristic of this type of persona is that their
positive influence and negative influence are finely bal-
anced.

3. Negative Persona. Contrary to positive persona, the
third type of negative user is with relatively low posi-
tive influence and high negative influence. Opinions of
this type of users are always denied by others.

4

1

2

3

5

6

Positive influence ranking

N
e
g
a
tiv
e
in
flu
e
n
ce

ra
n
ki
n
g

Influentialusers

Non-Influentialusers

90- -

Positive
Persona

Controversy
Persona

Negative
Persona

 

Figure 5: Area division for influence persona discov-
ery.

In this paper, a two-dimensional coordinate system is ef-
ficiently used to depict these three types of personae. Based
on the two generated influence ranking lists, each user can
be mapped to a two-dimensional coordinate point, where the
x-axis corresponds to user’s positive influence ranking and
y-axis corresponds to the negative influence ranking. After
the coordinate mapping, all the coordinate points can be
divided into six areas, as shown in 5. In this figure, points
in green area 1 correspond to users with the first type of
influence persona since their relative high positive influence
and low negative influence. Similarly, points in yellow area 3
and red area 5 respectively represent users with most contro-
versial and negative characteristic of influence. Obviously,

Phase Key Value

Map Input ai 〈pk(ai), n
k(ai)〉

Map Output /
Reduce Input

aj 〈 1−d
t

+ dRk(ai)w
A
P (ai, aj),

1−d
u

+ dRk(ai)w
A
N (ai, aj)〉

Reduce Output ai 〈pk+1(ai), n
k+1(ai)〉

Table 3: Key value definitions for each computation
phase

compared with points in other 2, 4 and 6 areas, points area
1, 3 and 5 are deserved to be noticed because of their sig-
nificant characteristic of influence, and therefore go by the
general name of influential users, while points in Area 2, 4
and 6 are all treated as non-influential users.

5. DISTRIBUTED OOLAM ALGORITHM
As a social network may contain millions of users and hun-

dreds of millions of social ties between users, it is impractical
to proceed a OOLAM algorithm from such a huge data us-
ing a single machine. To address this challenge, we deploy
the learning task on a distributed system under the map-
reduce programming model [8]. Map-Reduce is a program-
ming model for distributed processing of large data sets. In
the map stage, each machine (called a process node) receives
a subset of data as input and produces a set of intermedi-
ate key/value pairs. In the reduce stage, each process node
merges all intermediate values associated with the same in-
termediate key and outputs the final computation results.
Users specify a map function that processes a key/value pair
to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs, and a re-
duce function that merges all intermediate values associated
with the same intermediate key.

For distributing the OOLAM Algorithm, we first dupli-
cate a complete graph G onto each single process node, and
a portion of nodes are assigned to each node at each iteration
randomly and automatically for calculating the reliabilities
IAP and IAN corresponding to that portion of nodes. And
then, the map stage and the reduce stage can be defined as
follows.

In the map stage, each process node scans the reliabilities
pk(ai) and nk(ai) of the k-th iteration. The map function
is defined in Table 5. We note that for each input key/value
pair it issues a series of intermediate key/value pairs for
each aj such that (ai, aj) ∈ EP ∩ EN . If (ai, aj) /∈ EP or
(ai, aj) /∈ EN , the corresponding issued value takes 0.

In the reduce stage, each process node collects all values
associated with an intermediate key to generate new pair by
summing up all the intermediate values, which corresponds
to the input in the map phase for the next iteration. Thus,
the one time map-reduce process corresponds to one itera-
tion in our Distributed OOLAM algorithm.

6. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
To quantitatively measure the performance of the pro-

posed approach for influence persona discovery, we borrow
the experimental framework articulated by Leskovec et al.,
in which the machine-learning approach is implmented for
edge sign prediction by combining the evidence from various
edge features. By treating influence persona as new features
for classification, it is hoped to see that user associated influ-
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ence persona can offer more evidence for social relationship
prediction. In our experiments, the task of edge sign pre-
diction is considered as a binary classification implemented
by svmlight5 [17] and classification accuracy is taken as the
main measure for evaluation.

6.1 Experiment Setup
The experimental data are generated based on the pub-

lic data released by Leskovec et al. [24], which include four
data sets from two popular online social media sites, i.e.,
Epinions and Slashdot. These network data contain explicit
signs of links to indicate the attitudes of online users for each
other and is especially suitable for our experiments. Firstly,
these network data reflect a sense of direct social relation-
ship between users and secondly, the provided social rela-
tionships are assigned with explicit signs, the noise caused
by opinion consistency detection therefore can be avoided.
Table 4 shows the detailed statistics of these datasets. As
stated in [24], the overwhelming majority of the edges in
the selected experimental data are positive and the random
guessing can achieve approximately 80% accuracy. To re-
duce the effect of randomness on classification, we follow
the process of Leskovec et al. and create a balanced dataset
with equal numbers of positive and negative edges for train-
ing and testing.

Table 4: Dataset statistics
Name Node Edges Description
Epinions 131,828 841,372 Epinions signed

social network
Slashdot 1 77,350 516,575 Slashdot Zoo signed

social network from
November 6, 2008

Slashdot 2 82,140 54,9202 Slashdot Zoo signed
social network from
February 21, 2009

Slashdot 3 81,867 54,5671 Slashdot Zoo signed
social network from
February 16, 2009

We implement the OOLAM algorithm and run on above
datasets by setting damping factor d to 0.95. The algorithm
converges after average 15 iterations. Based on the gener-
ated positive and negative ranking lists, we can easily assign
each user with a kind of influence persona according to the
rules introduced in Section 4.3. In the following analysis, we
set k to the size of experimental data, and the angle of α, β,
and γ to 30, 30 and 45, respectively. Table 5 gives the distri-
bution of nodes in each area. From this table, it is easy to see
that users in Area 2, 4 and 6 actually represent the majority
of web users that are always paid little attention by others.
In contrast, the proportion of influential users in Area 1, 3
and 5 is relatively small. The distribution of influential and
non-influential users follows a power-law distribution, which
indeed is a natural phenomenon in real situations.

6.2 Comparsion With Baseline Classifier
A baseline classifier is constructed by referring to the five

basic degree features discussed in [24]. Specifically, given
the edge E from node u to v, a 5-dimensional vector is
constructed, where features of d+in(v) and d−in(v) denote the

5http://svmlight.joachims.org/

Table 5: Distribution of users in each area
Epinion Slashdot1 Slashdot2 Slashdot3

Area1 3,290 3,280 3,230 3,263
Area2 52,810 26,735 29,535 29,390
Area3 5,159 7,448 7,143 7,137
Area4 47,227 21,750 23,308 23,211
Area5 8,641 9,582 10,201 10,154
Area6 14,701 8,555 8,723 8,712

number of positive and negative incoming links to v, features
of d+out(u) and d−out(u) represent the number of positive and
negative outgoing links from u and feature C(u, v) denotes
the total number of common neighbors of u and v with no
consideration of edge direction. Formally, E can be repre-
sented by the feature vector {d+in(v), d−in(v), d+out(u), d−out(u),
C(u, v)}.

Features involved in the baseline classifier aim to gener-
alize the interaction characteristics between nodes. Com-
paratively, influence persona provides another kind of char-
acteristics about nodes themselves. We therefore construct
a compared classifier named IPClassifier, where the infor-
mation about influence persona of the linked nodes is also
leveraged to construct feature vector of edge. The basic idea
is that a user with high positive influence is more likely to
receive positive links from others. Then, given the edge E
from node u to v, a 7-dimensional feature vector {d+in(v),
d−in(v), d

+
out(u), d

−
out(u), C(u, v), Ip(v), Ip(u)} is generated,

where the new added features of Ip(v) and Ip(u) denote the
influence persona of v and u respectively.

The average accuracy of classification throughout the four
datasets is shown in Figure 6, where the results are compared
between the baseline classifier and IPclassifier for different
size of training and testing data. It can be seen from Figure
6 that IPClassifier significantly outperform the baseline clas-
sifier on all data sets. It is also noted that the performance of
baseline classifier has no obvious change with the increase
of training data, while the performance of IPclassifier has
a dramatic improvement in the intial stage and gradually
reaches a stable state. All these evidences demonstrate that
the proposed approach for influence persona discovery is ef-
fective, which can efficiently describe the characteristic of
online user from influence perspective.

6.3 Evaluation of Link Polarity in Influence
Analysis

Earlier in the above discussion, influential analysis has
been a key issue for study and a lot of graph-theoretic ap-
proaches have been proposed successively. One natural and
interesting question is then raised “could the prediction per-
formance be improved if the influence features are gener-
alized from traditional influence model?”. To get the an-
swer, a compared classifier based on traditional influence an-
alyzer called TRIClassifier is constructed. As we know, tra-
ditional influence model always generate single ranking list.
To incorporate such kind of influence information for pre-
diction, the ranking list is firstly segmented into several sec-
tions and nodes belonging to the same sections are assigned
with an unique section ID. Then, a 7-dimensional vector is
constructed and formed as {d+in(v), d−in(v), d+out(u), d−out(u),
C(u, v), SID(v), SID(u)}, where SID(u) and SID(v) cor-
respond to the section ID of nodes u and v. In our experi-
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ment, we apply PageRank algorithm to generate the ranking
list. Basically, approach that is capable of solving influence
or expertise ranking problem can be applied here.

Figure 7 gives the comparisons between IPClassifier and
TRIClassifier. We can see that the performance of TRI-
Classifier is largely lower than that of IPClassifier on most
data sets. It reflects to some degree that traditional influ-
ence analysis approach cannot adapt very well to networks
with significant signed edge. To this end, it is necessary to
separately consider the positive and negative links between
users for influence estimation.

6.4 Evaluation of Positive/Negative Reinforce-
ment in Influence Analysis

Experiments above have proved the necessary of opinion
polarity for influence analysis. As discussed above, another
important factor needed to be considered in our analysis
model, except the link polarity, is the interactions between
the separated social graphs. Thus, another problem comes
up “whether such kind of information is helpful in depicting
user’s influence?”. In the following experiments, we will turn
to this problem.

Given two graphs separated by link polarity, influence
analysis with no consideration of mutual reinforcement is
implemented as follows. Firstly, apply influence anlaysis on
each graph independently, then, assign each graph node two
independent scores, and finally calculate node influence per-
sona by using the same approach defined in section 4.3. To
distinguish with the influence persona defined in our ap-
proach, influence persona here is denoted as independent
influence persona. By leveraging the independent influence
persona into edge description, the third compared predictor
named STRIClassifier is constructed. The feature vector
of edge from u to v therefore can be described as {d+in(v),
d−in(v), d+out(u), d−out(u), C(u, v), Iidp(u), Iidp(v)}, where
Iidp(u) and Iidp(v) correspond to the independent influence
persona of nodes u and v.
Figure 8 gives the classification accuracy of the compared

approaches of IPClassifier and STRIClassifier. However, the
result is not as expected. The peformance of IPClassifier
and STRIClassifier are almost at the same level. It is an
interesting phenomena deserved to be studied. Compared
with STRIClassifier, IPClassifier will consider the mutual
reinforcement between the separated graphs during influ-
ence estimation. The communication density between nodes
therefore becomes very important. The statistics of nodes
communication in graphs is shown in Figure 9, from which
some observations are summarized as follows. First, there is
only small part of nodes with both positive and negative in-
link. It means that majority of nodes in the two graphs have
only one influence score. Second, limited transmission hap-
pens between nodes. It can been seen that only small part
of nodes which have positive in-link can transmit its positive
influence to negative graph and similarly only small part of
nodes which have negative in-link can transmit its negative
influence to positive graph. As a result, it severely restrains
the implementation of influence reinforcement. The sparse
communication between nodes directly result in similar per-
formance of IPClassifier and STRIClassifier. It therefore
raises an interesting issue for our future work that how to
enhance the adaptability of the influence model to various
data structure.
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6.5 Scalability Performance
The distributed learning algorithm is also implemented

under the Map-Reduce programming model using the Hadoop
platform6. We perform the distributed train on 6 computer
nodes (24 CPU cores) with AMD processors (2.3GHz) and
48GB memory in total.

We evaluate the speedup of the distributed learning algo-
rithm on the cluster of 6 nodes using the complete data
set with different sizes of nodes. Moreover, we perform
the distributed learning algorithm on all the computational
nodes, but with different size of data set. The results are
shown in Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b). It is shown that
when the size of data set increases to nearly one million
edges, the distributed learning starts to show a good par-
allel efficiency (speedup > 4). This confirms that the dis-
tributed OOLAM algorithm like many distributed learning
algorithms is preferable to large-scale data sets.
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Figure 10: Scalability Performance. (a)Scalability
performance using different number of nodes.
(b)calability performance on data sets of different
sizes

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
With the fast development of Web 2.0, more and more

Web users share their opinions online through various social
channels. Such information is quite valuable in reflecting
the social activities and draws large attention from both
industry and academia. In this paper, an opinion-oriented
link analysis model is proposed for social influence analysis,
wherein three kinds of influence persona are discovered. The
contributions of this work can be summarized as follows.

1. The proposal of deriving user influence persona from
the public opinion’s perspective. Three kinds of per-
sona are studied based on their influence effects, i.e.,
positive users, negative users and controversial users.

6http://hadoop.apache.org/
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Figure 6: Classification Accuracy Compared between the baseline and IPClassifier.
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Figure 7: Classification Accuracy Compared between IPClassifier and TRIClassifier.
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Figure 8: Classification Accuracy Compared between IPClassifier and STRIClassifier.
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2. The proposal of OOLAM algorithm for opinion-oriented
link analysis and the mapping between influence rank-
ing and influence persona. It helps capture the user
influence more accurately by propagating both posi-
tive influence and negative influence iteratively.

3. The extensive experiment of influence persona discov-
ery. Experiment results at one side strongly verify the
effectiveness of the proposed model and at another side
arise some interesting questions deserved to be further
studied.

Generally speaking, it is a first try on influence persona
discovery and there is still a long way to go. Model adapt-
ability and inference drifting etc problems need to be studied
more deeply in our future work. The discovered influence
persona can benefit a number of applications, For exam-
ple, it is much easier to get a whole picture of a forum by
sampling the key messages published by influential users.
The discovered persona can also be used to enhance existing
probabilistic models for expert finding as a prior weighting
[2].
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